
Ponzinomics: The Untold Story of Multi-Level Marketing By Robert L. Fitzpatrick FitzPatrick’s prose
is sometimes repetitive but the information is densely packed into 300 pages that leave you a bit
breathless in awe that American politicians and agencies and culture are complicit in the power of
companies and individuals who make their money on the backs of their “independent salespeople.
Ponzinomics bookworm ” This is definitely a book that will make you feel feisty about the number
of social media “friends” hosting virtual selling parties and your sense of obligation to support their
iffy “small businesses. Ponzinomics epub file We get a lot of history of Rehnborg and a repeated
statement that Nutrilite sales recruiters eventually spun off the concept to Amway but the actual
history of how that happened is never provided. Ponzinomics kindle Ponzinomics: The Untold
Story of Multi-Level Marketing Repetitive and not well-crafted in terms of writing style.

Ponzinomics booker
Are you surprised? You probably could have already guessed that they're all running in the same
sick circles and throwing money at each other. Ponzinomics epub file I would not recommend this
book as an introductory text; if you're looking for an introduction to the hazards of multilevel
marketing schemes.

Ponzinomics pdf editor
{site_link} post a commentPonzinomics by Robert L. Ponzinomics booking FitzPatrick author of
False Profits is the first comprehensive account of how multi-level marketing was created in America
escaped criminal and civil prosecution and spread all over the world. Ponzinomics ebookers It is
the first book to deeply investigate the multi-level marketing phenomenon and to fully explain how
the legitimate business of direct selling was turned into deceptive pyramid recruiting. Ponzinomics
pdf editor Ponzinomics dissects the elements that distinguish multi-level marketing from legitimate
sales and reveals how a business could become a delusional belief and a pyramid scheme a pseudo-
business model. Ponzinomics booklet Ponzinomics reveals how multi-level marketing helped to lay
a foundation on Main Street for the presidency of Donald Trump with a program of pervasive
deception financial self-destruction authoritarian leader-worship and economic make-believe.
Ponzinomics pdf Ponzinomics: The Untold Story of Multi-Level MarketingA very interesting study
of the history and growth of Multi-Level Marketing companies and how they work Ponzinomics is
still a valuable source for grounding in understanding the phenomenon of MLM. Ponzinomics book
Again I'm willing to give Fitzpatrick a pass on this as the industry is so understudied and legislation
and corruption have made it easy for MLM companies to hide smoking-gun evidence from the public.
Ponzinomics audiobook But I'll give my guy a break for being The Man on anti-MLM truth-telling
and activism and probably not having the money or time for better editingI'm going to note the most
compelling sections here because if you're interested in MLMs too you're gonna want to read this
book. Ponzinomics epub file I would recommend that Lularoe show as well but I saw the first
episode and wasn't feeling inspired to push onward due to the reality TV heavily cut up and
narrativized docuseries style (like if I see any more stock footage of suburban white children playing
in the front lawn in a documentary I'm going to scream. Ponzinomics book 68 helpful graph
showing the double a penny for 30 days trick and relates to the absurdity of the MLM down-line you
just need five recruits! surely you know five people who would like to make some extra money?pg.
Kindle ponzinomics Earlier content illuminates the direct complicity of Reagan and Amway and
other Republicans but come on start with the segment on Last Week Tonight or the first season of
The Dream podcast. Ponzinomics bookkeeping Even though it's very clear that FitzPatrick is an
expert on the financial implications of multilevel marketing schemes running rampant it's as equally
clear that he doesn't necessarily understand the communication skills required to alert the public to
the scammy nature of multilevel marketing schemes (he takes a couple seemingly uncalled for shots



at journalists as a class which comes off very badly because I heard about his work FROM
JOURNALISM). Ponzinomics book Ponzinomics: The Untold Story of Multi-Level Marketing This
book is a bit of an analytical history of that very slithery scam network marketing or multi-level
marketing where the only way you make money is because of the statistical certainty that 99.
Ponzinomics ebookers The sad part of the story is that the law has had such a difficult time of
dealing with this phenomenon and mostly has tied itself in knots as most recently when Herbalife
was found to be not not-a-pyramid scheme because it was apparently judged to be too expensive to
prosecute them as a pyramid scheme. Ponzinomics bookkeeping This is a great resource for two
specific aspects of multi-level marketing--the history (honestly further back than we probably need)
and the systems in place in the United States that are either structured or manipulated through
political leaders and appointees to be favorable to MLMs. Ponzinomics ebookee Where I would
have liked to see more of is the personal aspect--not success stories or necessarily stories of people
losing everything but a story of why besides the American Dream. Ponzinomics book It’s also
disgusting the corruption is in government to protect MLMs and let them keep scamming people
because MLM bosses are very generous campaign donors to some very influential people in
congress and state houses. Ponzinomics epubs air The FTC is basically asleep at the wheel and
basically nobody in the media or in power wants to deal with talking about these scams as scams for
fear of getting dragged through court. Ponzinomics epub file I’d noticed how weird MLM people
acted but it finally clicked when the author compared them to cults like “oh of course yeah that’s
why MLM recruiters always seem so fake and weird” Ponzinomics: The Untold Story of Multi-Level
Marketing.

. Ponzinomics epubs air ” Ponzinomics: The Untold Story of Multi-Level Marketing This was an
excellent history of MLM and really emphasizes how inherently insidious it is: Ponzinomics epub
file I did not know the history of the first MLM-disguised-pyramid-schemes or how deeply ingrained
resistance to cracking down on it is in our political system, Ponzinomics epub file What I disliked
about this book was it was poorly organized, Ponzinomics epub file The whole beginning of
Nutrilite and eventual emergence of Amway is never fully explained: Ponzinomics book Overall
Ponzinomics is super informative but probably could have benefited from a few more rounds of
editing: Ponzinomics pdf But don't think that the Dems are here to save you! They're fully
complicit as well: Ponzinomics kindle 283-292 cultism and MLM Ponzinomics: The Untold Story of
Multi-Level Marketing Very informative history of MLM companies in America. Ponzinomics
audiobook Pretty awful stuff all around with complicity of the US government in permitting this
deceptive crime against ordinary Americans. Ponzinomics epub file Please read before getting
yourself involved in these gimmicks which will leave you poorer than when you started but only after
a period of illusory gains, Ponzinomics epub file Ponzinomics: The Untold Story of Multi-Level
Marketing

3, Ponzinomics book Ponzinomics is a discomforting look at the threads of American culture
business and politics that were woven into what has become the largest scam on Main Street,
Ponzinomics ebookee You could argue that the repetition of events or figures hammers home



Fitzpatrick's main points: Ponzinomics book I need stats figures or data to be sold on an authors
arguments. Ponzinomics book If the prose would have been better crafted I'd have given this book
5 stars: Ponzinomics epub.pub I'll give it 4 if for no other reason than it giving me a rich index of
books documentaries and articles to follow up with: Ponzinomics bookkeeping Ponzinomics: The
Untold Story of Multi-Level Marketing I'm really interested in MLMs in general so I was hyped to get
this book. Ponzinomics epubs air It's definitely got all you need to know about MLMs and more:
Ponzinomics epub.pub I ordered this and was ready to read it cover to cover in a few days and
give it a glowing review: Ponzinomics epub.pub If you're only kind of interested or not sure what
an MLM really is please listen to The Dream(!!!) https://www: Ponzinomics bookworm
com/show/the-dream and this bonus episode of Michael and Us where Luke Savage interviews the
author of Ponzinomics himself https://pca. Ponzinomics epub file 54-62 on the game-changing
sales tactics used to sell cemetery plots esp: Ponzinomics bookworm at Forest Lawn relates to the
sales background of two of the MLM founding fathers and is really interesting anywaypg.
Ponzinomics epubor 78-86 background on ponzi schemes banking Madoff the Canada pigeon
schemepg. Ponzinomics epubor 129-138 1979 FTC decision that Amway's rules make it non-
deceptive (they're just selling hope!) and a legitimate business model. Ponzinomics bookkeeping
169-175 lying with statistics and how a common bogus stat is cited all over credible and popular
news media tacitly legitimizing the business modelpg. Ponzinomics book 224-256 shows just how
deep the MLM money runs in politicians pocket, Ponzinomics book This book was dry as dust and
needed an editor to save FitzPatrick from his tangents: Ponzinomics kindle I am actively
interested in the subject and I found this book dry. PDF ponzinomics tldr: at least 200 level not
casual reading Ponzinomics: The Untold Story of Multi-Level Marketing This is a detailed view of the
plague that are MLMs, Ponzinomics booking What they are how they came about why they haven't
been regulated out of existence: Ponzinomics pdf The last chapter-ish is the key though and
explains why it is so hard to fight against. Ponzinomics book It is like the greasy pole at the
carnival nobody gets to the top but the guy who collects the quarters makes out like a bandit.
Ponzinomics epub file Therefore MLM continues to spread its message of false hope to millions
and only increasing knowledge by the public and put an end to this. Ponzinomics book Fortunately
there are increasing signs that a younger generation sees through the hype. Ponzinomics book
This book can provide the in-depth historical insight into how things got so far out of hand,
Ponzinomics book If it weren't so painful it would be fun but as it is it is merely ridiculous,
Ponzinomics crypto Ponzinomics: The Untold Story of Multi-Level Marketing This is one of those
books that is all at once incredibly interesting and wildly boring. Ponzinomics audiobook Overall
this is a really great resource if dense and not wonderfully crafted. Ponzinomics audiobook
Ponzinomics: The Untold Story of Multi-Level Marketing Excellent and disturbing about how awful
MLMs are: Ponzinomics pdf How they are designed - on purpose - so that 99% of people never
earn a penny while the 1% at the very top rake in millions: Ponzinomics booklet It’s
mathematically impossible for virtually everyone involved (except the 1%) to make a living doing
MLM, Ponzinomics book The last section on the parallels between MLMs and cults was pretty
funny[1]

With no punches pulled. It talked in circles and rambled a lot. I really said WOW aloud at the Kamala
Harris bitpg.5 rounded up. Unfortunately I think it's more of a 3.5 for poor editing meandering prose
and disorienting organization.stitcher.st/episode/e4719e99-23ad-. Don't have five cuts throughout a
single person's statement. Do something different.)Definitely read:pg. 104-115 definition of an
MLMpg.pg. I would also not recommend reading this straight through.A bit depressing in places but
it's honest in it's assesment. Recommend? Yes. Reread? Yes.5% of people lose money. It’s a complete
scam. All of them


